WE GET
MAXIMUM
SPEED.
Digital Velocity Solutions

In today’s competitive market, the speed of digital priorities is critical to success. With the technical
complexities of today’s environment, organizations struggle to stay relevant and make progress.
CDW’s full-stack engineering services team focuses on digital transformation from code to cloud, and
data center to database.
Our solutions help you achieve:
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Achieving the Right Solution
•

•

•

•

With CDW’s Automated Infrastructure practice, we help you rapidly adopt the latest
innovations around Infrastructure as Code, RPA, Infrastructure Orchestration and
more, increasing speed, improving your time to market, and improving the stability and
performance of your entire digital stack.
Whether you’re adopting a single public cloud provider platform or in a Hybrid Cloud or
Multi-Cloud environment, we understand that cloud is a pattern not a place, and that cloud
is dynamic and ever-evolving. At CDW, we help you build a cloud-native strategy that works
for you, improving speed, reducing costs and simplifying management all while assuring you
get the maximum value out of your entire cloud strategy.
Our Software Development Services don’t just ship custom applications and code, we enable
you to focus on business outcomes. Outcomes like removing technical debt that increase
infrastructure costs and barriers around Application Modernization by refactoring or
replatforming your applications.
To win a DataOps and AI/ML game plan, you need to be able to look at your data, understand
the underlying insights for actionable AI/ML, and create new data pipelines to support your
business requirements and evolve your business quickly. Digital Velocity in DataOps means
moving with speed in the right direction. With CDW providing you with thoughtful paths for
data modernization, actionable data insights and DataOps best practices, you will begin to
visualize real benefits with your data, anywhere in the business, right now.

CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey
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CDW GETS DIGITAL VELOCITY
With more than 250 engineers and two
of the world’s 20 Google Cloud Fellows
on staff, CDW is your trusted, technical
services partner when results and velocity
matter. Our expertise includes Certified
Kubernetes Architects to Cisco DevNet
Professionals behind a full-stack software
development practice. Some of our awards
and recognition include:
•

Awarded Cisco Global Ecosystem
Partner of the Year in 2019

•

A contributing member of the Cloud
Native Computing Foundation

•

Google Cloud Premier Partner

•

HashiCorp Ninja Partner

•

Hundreds of Fortune 5000 clients
globally

•

250-plus engineers focused on
Automated Infrastructure, Hybrid &
Multi-Cloud Architectures, CloudNative Software Development, and
DataOps and AI/ML

Some of our strategic partners include:

Delivery ModelCDW Go-To-Market Model
ENVISION

EXECUTE

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

SUPPORT

Organization: Meat processing company

Support &
Consistency

CHALLENGE: The customer could deploy a
new workload to their data center in less than
20 minutes, but getting a firewall rule took
a three-week manual process, and required
application developers to open a support
request with IT and security operations
teams. As this customer responded to global
market shifts due to COVID-19, it greatly
impacted their ability to make changes
to supply-chain and digital-marketing
applications.

(CDW owns outcome & resources)

Consulting &
Enablement

Digital
Solutions &
Adoption

BLENDED MODELS
(CDW or client owns outcome, enabling adaptability to client business models)
Technical Services & People Augmentation
(Client owns outcome, CDW owns resources)
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Engagement Overview
Digital Solutions
Consulting and Enablement:
•
Drive confidence through education, business consulting, assessment
•
Leverage packaged offers driving to opinionated architecture
Digital Solutions and Adoption:
•
Meet demand via implementation/adoption of client vision and need
•
Rapid delivery through a focus on CI/CD, DevOps and reusable code
Managed Services:
•
Support CDW or client-implemented environments
•
Leverage via managed services and managed application support
Technical Services
Direct Hire, Staffing and Talent Acquisition:
•
Support entire lifecycle
•
Align resources to digital transformation solutions
•
Put our resources into client-led projects, creating support
feedback mechanism
Elastic Bench:
•
Offer in-house solutions bench to tackle challenges same day to give projects the
scale you want and need
•
Keep high-value resources utilized, allowing client resource elasticity
•
Able to transition consulting resource to client team full time

Cloud Certifications
CDW has earned the following certifications:

To learn more about our practice areas, contact
your account manager or call 800.800.4239.

SOLUTION: We found that 85% of all
requests passed a standardized review. By
taking the standard policy review rules and
automating the testing, 85% of workloads
could be automatically deployed and a
compliance document created. Additionally,
this configuration change could be tested and
confirmed automatically with the application
development team, allowing them to
automate their end-to-end process without
manual support requests and weeks of delay.
RESULT: 85% of workloads can be deployed
within minutes with automated firewall
provisioning after successfully passing an
automated security policy check. For the
deployments that don’t pass the automated
policy test, the exceptions can be worked in
days now as the workload has decreased,
increasing the throughput across the board.

